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The ProStand pipe stand is a light,
strong, affordable and portable pipe
stand designed to hold pipe of various
sizes with a capacity of up to 2,500 lbs.
The ProStand can retain pipe ranging
from one 1" to 12" in diameter. The
patented ProStand is designed with
two separate recessed cradles to
accommodate different sizes of pipe. A
smaller cradle can easily accommodate
pipe ranging from 1" to 4" in diameter.
Turn the ProStand ninety degrees and
the large recess can accommodate
pipe ranging from 6" to as large as 12"
in diameter. These two cradle sizes in
one unit will enable the ProStand to
better retain the selected pipe size.

The large cradles designed into
the ProStand can accept pipe
as large as 12" in diameter.

ProStands are designed to
accommodate and stabilize 1"
pipe through 12" pipe.

The smaller cradles designed
into the ProStand can stabilize
pipe ranging from 1" to 4" in
diameter.

Product support ribs add
strength and provide optimal
stackability.

Molded out of high density polyethylene, each ProStand has been
engineered to withstand loads of up to
2,500 lbs.
For more information on the ProStand
pipe stand please contact:
ProStand Products
590 Circle Drive
Casper, WY 82601

ProStands provide numerous
labor benefits including less
manual handling and man
hours.

Tele: (307) 237-2730
Web: www.prostandproducts.com
ProStands stack together to
minimize storage space when
not in use.

ProStands have been designed
to support as much as 2,500 lbs.
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ProStands have been designed to support
as much as 2,500 pounds.
Multi size dual cradles increases stability and
accommodates a wide range of pipe sizes.
ProStands are designed to accommodate 1"
pipe through 12" pipe.
Product support ribs add strength and
provide optimal stackability.
ProStands are lighter, stronger and last
longer than competitive pipeline stands.
ProStands provide numerous labor benefits
including less manual handling and man hours.
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